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1. It is a type of plane from the Second World War.

2. Various answers are possible. Some suggestions are: He cannot see the storm because he was not inside the airfield. He cannot see the storm because the Phantom Airman does not want Darryl's help.

3. He thinks this because the crash is a Psychic Stain – it is repeated forever and ever.

4. Because Florrie Skinner was a WAAF during the Second World War and she worked in the Operations Room on the airfield.

5. She says this because she is in 1999 and the Phantom Airman wants her to help the children in 1940.

6. Because she is blind.

7. Yes, Glen (the Phantom Airman) has helped Regan to find the piece of metal. He appears at the airfield and points to the ruins of the house. Regan looks and finds the piece of metal.

8. Regan takes the metal to her bedroom because the piece of metal scratched the word ‘TRAITOR’ on her parents’ expensive table in the sitting-room. The kids go into the kitchen because they think the piece of metal will write some more.

9. Glen makes a wind that floats Jennie to the top of the stairs. Glen does this because Jennie threw the piece of metal into a truck that was passing.

10. Nothing happens in 1999 while the kids are in the past. When the kids return to 1999 the pilot is continuing the sentence that he started before the kids went to the past. The pilot and Darryl do not see the German fighter planes and the Spitfires.

11. The diary, the glass cabinet in the museum, the metal and the flames in Regan’s bedroom are cold. These things are cold because it means that they are clues that help the kids to solve the mystery.
12 The WAAFs disappear into the hill and the kids run towards them. Tom uses the metal detector and he finds the door to the Ops Room. The kids open the door and they go back to 1940.

13 They didn’t understand the message before because they did not know about the safe and the diamonds. The kids originally thought that Glen was in danger.

14 Because Florrie Skinner said that she saw the four children in the Ops Room in 1940.